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ABSTRACT
Extensions have been made recently to the coronal approximation for the purpose of modelling line emission from carbon and
oxygen in the lower solar atmosphere. The same modelling is used here for other elements routinely observed in the solar transition
region: N, Ne, Mg, Si, and S. The modelling includes the effects of higher densities suppressing dielectronic recombination and
populating long lived, metastable levels; the presence of metastable levels typically causes effective ionization rates to increase
and recombination rates to decrease. Processes induced by the radiation field, namely photoionization and photoexcitation,
have been included, along with charge transfer, which occurs when electrons are exchanged during atom–ion and ion–ion
collisions. The resulting ion balances are shown, and indicate significant changes compared to the frequently employed coronal
approximation. The effect on level populations within ions caused by photoexcitation is also assessed. To give an illustration of
how line emission could be altered by these processes, selected line contribution functions are presented at the end.
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1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

Modelling lines emitted in the solar chromosphere requires taking
many factors into consideration: the principal ones being dynamical
conditions in the plasma, radiative transfer, hydrogen abundance,
collisions with electrons, atoms and ions, and photoinduced pro-
cesses. The modelling has also been applied in certain cases to
lines emitted in the transition region, such as for resonance lines
in C II (see e.g. Judge, Carlsson & Stein 2003; Rathore & Carlsson
2015), Si II (Lanzafame 1994), Si IV (Kerr et al. 2019), and for
intercombination lines in O IV (Olluri, Gudiksen & Hansteen 2013).
Such models, however, focus primarily on radiative transfer and time-
dependent ionization. For the large volume of input data required for
data analysis by observers, it is understandable that such detailed
modelling has been typically by-passed in favour of the coronal
approximation. This models emission assuming an optically thin
plasma, and only considers collisions with free electrons and radiative
decay in ionization equilibrium as factors determining emission.
Much focus has been placed, then, on ensuring data is as accurate and
complete as possible for the coronal approximation (see e.g. Jordan
1969; Arnaud & Rothenflug 1985; Mazzotta et al. 1998).

As coronal modelling is applied to lines which form deeper in the
atmosphere, it is understandable that discrepancies will arise at some
point. The question is where that point occurs. Once that question has
been answered, it raises another question: whether chromospheric-
type modelling must be employed at that point, or whether there is an
intermediate form of modelling which suitably describes the region.
If the latter type of modelling exists, depending on its nature, it may
be possible to adapt the large-scale codes which currently employ
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the coronal approximation without the need to switch to complex,
chromospheric-type modelling.

Early models show how ion balances derived from the coronal
approximation alter when the higher densities of the solar transi-
tion region are taken into consideration. The pioneering work of
Burgess & Summers (1969) shows that the fractional ion populations
are shifted to lower temperature when dielectronic recombination is
suppressed. The formative work of Nussbaumer & Storey (1975)
extends this, by showing how the long lived, metastable levels just
above the ground in carbon become populated in higher density
regions, and cause the ion balance to shift to lower temperatures.
They also indicate how the low charge states of carbon are affected
by photoionization. Nussbaumer & Storey (1975) go on to close their
work by stating that all ions which form in the transition region would
be affected by the processes they include. In another pioneering work,
Baliunas & Butler (1980) show how the ion balance for the low charge
states of silicon (up to Si IV) substantially alters when charge transfer
is taken into consideration.

This work is part of a series of papers with the aim of building
on those pioneering works, in order to answer the questions raised
above and to provide modelling suitable for the transition region.
Dufresne & Del Zanna (2019) and Dufresne, Del Zanna & Badnell
(2020) develop the coronal approximation of carbon and oxygen
by adding the effects modelled by Burgess & Summers (1969) and
Nussbaumer & Storey (1975). It is shown that, by including the
effects of density on the electron collisional processes, predicted
intensities are in better agreement with observations for the lines
emitted below 100 000 K, when compared to coronal approximation
modelling. However, some discrepancies still remain in the predic-
tions for those lines. To try to resolve this, other atomic processes
not normally modelled in the coronal approximation are added to
the carbon and oxygen models by Dufresne, Del Zanna & Badnell
(2021). The new processes are photoionization and photoexcitation,
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charge transfer and inelastic collisions with hydrogen, which all
potentially become important in the cooler temperatures of the lower
atmosphere and closer to the solar disc. The processes are routinely
employed in chromospheric modelling. With all of the new processes
added, the ion balances of both elements are considerably altered
in comparison to coronal modelling for neutral to doubly charged
species, which all form below 100 000 K.

The aim of this work is to extend the new modelling to other
elements which are routinely observed in the solar transition region.
The elements modelled in this work are: nitrogen, which lies between
carbon and oxygen and could be affected in a similar way; neon,
which is an element with an high first ionization potential and
can help assess whether such elements are affected by the new
modelling; magnesium and silicon, both of which are low first
ionization potential elements; and, sulphur. With all of these elements
modelled, the results can be used in conjunction with observations to
diagnose a differential emission measure of the transition region, and
then to calculate predicted intensities from the modelling. This will
help assess the accuracy of the modelling, and answer the questions
raised about where the coronal approximation becomes insufficient
and if an intermediate form of modelling may be employed. Using
the models developed in this series of papers to predict intensities and
to compare them with observations, will form the basis of a separate
work following this one.

In the next section of this work an outline of the new atomic
processes and their reasons for being incorporated is given, as well
as the methods and data used to include them. Section 3 shows how
the ion balances for the elements alter when the new processes are
added, while Section 4 discusses the changes to level populations
and gives an assessment of how line emission may be affected as a
result. Conclusions highlighting the main effects on the modelling
are given at the end.

2 ME T H O D S A N D DATA

Detailed reasons and methods for including the new effects are
discussed in section 2 of Dufresne et al. (2021). In outline, the
primary reason for including photoinduced processes is that their
rates are independent of temperature and density. Although density
is greater in the lower solar atmosphere, the temperature is lower and
the electron impact excitation and ionization rates drop off rapidly.
Wavelengths required to initiate the photoinduced processes in low
charge ions are longer, and coincide with the spectrum where the
solar radiance is much stronger.

Charge transfer can occur for an element A in charge state +z with
hydrogen, for example, through the following reaction:

A+z + H → A+(z−1) + H+ . (1)

Because of the scarcity of other elements, charge transfer through
collisions with other elements can be neglected, with the exception
of helium. The reverse reaction, charge transfer ionization, may
also occur. The threshold energies for charge transfer processes are
smaller by the ionization potential of H or He, depending on which
is involved in the collision. Thus, the charge transfer (CT) rates are
potentially much stronger than free electron rates at low temperature.
Dufresne et al. (2021) also explore the effect of inelastic collisions
between neutral oxygen and neutral hydrogen, and find that it is not an
important process at the temperatures considered in these models; the
H I abundance relative to free electrons is much diminished higher
up in the chromosphere. This latter process will not therefore be
explored further here.

Concerning free electron processes in the lower atmosphere,
Dufresne & Del Zanna (2019) and Dufresne et al. (2020) show for
carbon and oxygen that suppression of dielectronic recombination
(DR) and ionization and recombination from metastable levels
notably alter ion formation. The latter effect is relatively stronger than
the former in altering the charge state distribution for the first few
charge states. To model ionization from metastable levels, for which
data are not generally available compared to the other processes
included, an approximation is used. This makes it simple to apply to
the many ions being modelled in this work. This approximation will
be discussed next, followed by a description of how the models have
been built.

2.1 Collisions involving free electrons and radiative decay

2.1.1 Ionization

For all the elements explored in this work, (N, Ne, Mg, Si, and
S,) collisional-radiative (CR) models were built on the same basis
as in the earlier works, apart from the electron impact ionization
(EII) data. For the ground levels of all ions the EII rate coefficients
of Dere (2007) were imported from CHIANTI. Producing EII rate
coefficients for the metastable levels of all the included ions by
ab initio methods would be an onerous task, especially because
excitation–autoionization would be required for many ions. Another
complication to this is that readily available codes for EII use the
distorted wave approximation. This has a large degree of uncertainty
for low charge ions, and the results in each case may need adjusting
to compare favourably with experiment. To circumvent these chal-
lenges, an approximate method to determine EII rates for metastable
levels has been used.

In many works, EII rate coefficients are obtained from long-
established approximations, such as those produced by Burgess
(1964), Lotz (1968), Burgess & Chidichimo (1983), Vriens & Smeets
(1980), and Voronov (1997). All were developed for a certain
task and have limitations. For instance, Burgess et al. (1977) state
that the much-used, exchange classical impact parameter (ECIP)
method (Burgess 1964) was developed to produce rates for Rydberg
levels at solar corona temperatures, which would not be suitable
for this work. In order to obtain more accurate data for metastable
states, rate coefficients were obtained in the following way. The
Burgess & Chidichimo (1983) approximation was used to calculate
rate coefficients for the ground and metastable level based on their
ionization potentials and effective number of electrons; the ratio of
the metastable to ground rate coefficients was determined; and then,
the ground level rate coefficients of Dere (2007) were multiplied by
the ratio, giving an estimated rate coefficient for the metastable level.

Dere (2007) included excitation–autoionization (EA), and so this
process is reflected in the results, although the EA contribution can
vary to a different degree between levels than direct ionization. The
approximation from Burgess & Chidichimo (1983) was used because
it includes the Wannier factor, which better reflects ionization at
lower energies, making it more suitable for temperatures in the
lower solar atmosphere. Each ion in the isoelectronic sequences
of second row elements was treated as a Case (ii) ion, as defined
by Burgess & Chidichimo (1983), and those of the third row
isoelectronic sequences were treated as Case (i) ions, as long as
they were of charge +2 and higher. The only unknown factor in
the Burgess & Chidichimo approximation is the quantity C, which
is normally empirically determined. Because only the ratio between
two levels is used, the constant cancels out. It is similar to the method
used in Dufresne & Del Zanna (2019) for C I, and for O II and O III
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Figure 1. Electron collisional model for oxygen at 1012 cm−3 density: solid
line – Dufresne et al., dashed – using Burgess & Chidichimo method to
estimate metastable EII rate coefficients, dotted – Dufresne et al. coronal
approximation.

in Dufresne et al. (2020), except in those works the adjustment was
made to experimental results. Here, the ground level cross-sections
have already been adjusted by Dere (2007) to reflect experiment. It
is also, in essence, much the same as that used by Giunta (2012),
who uses Burgess & Chidichimo for the metastable rate coefficients,
having determined a suitable value for the quantity C by comparing
the distorted wave calculation for the ground level with that from
Burgess and Chidichimo.

Fig. 1 shows the outcome of this method when it is used in the
CR model for oxygen. To make a like-for-like comparison, the ratio
of the metastable to ground rate coefficients from the Burgess &
Chidichimo approximation was used to multiply the total, ground
level rate coefficients from Dufresne et al. (2020). These were run
through the CR model of the same work, and the results shown for
when the actual and estimated rates are utilized. This is shown for
an electron density of 1012 cm−3 to ensure the metastable levels are
fully populated, which highlights the greatest difference this method
produces. It can be seen that this method reproduces the results for
oxygen very well. The only noticeable variance from the actual ion
balance is for O II ionizing to O III. This is most likely because the O II

ionization rate coefficients in Dufresne et al. (2020) were adjusted
to experiment, and so two approximations are being compared with
one another, rather than a comparison with ab initio methods.

2.1.2 Recombination

The total recombination rate coefficients for ground and metastable
levels were obtained from Badnell (2006a), Altun et al. (2007),
Abdel-Naby et al. (2012), and Kaur, Gorczyca & Badnell (2018)
for radiative recombination (RR), and from the following sources for
DR: Colgan et al. (2003), Zatsarinny et al. (2003, 2004, 2005, 2006),
Altun et al. (2004, 2006, 2007), Mitnik & Badnell (2004), Badnell
(2006b), Bautista & Badnell (2007), Abdel-Naby et al. (2012), and
Kaur et al. (2018). The only missing recombination rates for the
metastable levels are for S II recombining into S I. A new calculation
was made for this case using AUTOSTRUCTURE (Badnell 2011), and
this was incorporated for the ground and metastable levels of S II.
The details of this calculation will be the subject of a subsequent
paper.
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Figure 2. Effective recombination rate coefficients from a CR model with
n-dependent Rydberg states for S II, at various densities: black solid line –
102 cm−3 density, black dotted – 106 cm−3, red dot–dashed – 108 cm−3, blue
long dashed – 1010 cm−3, orange short dashed – 1012 cm−3.

DR was suppressed for all elements in the same way as the
earlier works on carbon and oxygen. This was achieved by taking,
at each temperature in the model, the ratio of the Summers (1974)
effective recombination rate coefficient at the density of interest to
the Summers rate coefficient at the lowest density (104 cm−3). The
Summers data were obtained from the ‘.acd’ ADF11 format files
on the OPEN-ADAS website.1 However, in this calculation, the DR
rate coefficients for S II are significant at low temperatures, below
10 000 K. This is caused by the contribution from autoionizing states
with relatively low principal quantum number lying very close to the
ionization threshold of S I. This is not suppressed at high densities
in the same way as the high temperature component. To provide an
estimate of how the DR rate coefficients would be suppressed with
density, the new level-resolved data were added to an n-dependent
collisional-radiative model which includes all Rydberg levels, using
the rates and techniques described by Storey & Hummer (1995). This
model assumes that the nl Rydberg states are populated according to
their statistical weights, which is a good approximation for those
states where DR is the dominant recombination mechanism and
where collisional suppression is occurring. How the effective rate
coefficients change with density is shown in Fig. 2. The change at
each temperature and density, relative to the low-density case, was
used to suppress the new S II DR rate coefficients in this model.
The new suppression factors at various densities are made available
online.

As discussed in Dufresne et al. (2021), three-body recombination
was tested on carbon and oxygen and was found to have no influence
on the ion balances. It was also tested here on the included levels of
nitrogen; the rates were far lower than for the other recombination
processes. The process has most effect on Rydberg levels, which are
not included in these models. The effect of three-body recombination
can be seen in Fig. 2, where the effective recombination rate
coefficients for S II from the Storey & Hummer (1995) collisional-
radiative model are noticeably enhanced below 104 K at 1012 cm−3

density. This density is significantly higher than those relevant for
this work, but the process may be important when modelling ion
formation in such locations as solar active regions and flares.

1open.adas.ac.uk
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2.1.3 Bound-bound transitions

All of the radiative decay and proton and electron excitation rates
required to determine the level populations were imported from
CHIANTI v.9 (Dere et al. 1997, 2019), with a few exceptions. There
are a limited number of radiative decay rates in CHIANTI for N I. More
transitions were included from Tachiev & Froese Fischer (2002), the
original source of the CHIANTI data. CHIANTI does not contain any
internal transition rates for Si I, and so a new model was built. Level
energies were drawn from NIST (Kramida et al. 2018); all terms up
to 3s2 3p 3d 3Do were included. The decay rates were taken from the
multi-configuration Hartree–Fock (MCHF) results of Fischer (2005).
Further decay rates for these configurations were included from an
MCHF calculation using the same methods as Fischer (2005) and
the updated version of the MCHF codes, ATSP2K (Froese Fischer
et al. 2007). The decay rates from this calculation were within a
few per cent of almost all of those from Fischer (2005).

After making enquiries, the electron impact excitation (EIE) cross-
sections of Gedeon et al. (2012) for Si I are no longer available, and
so a new calculation was carried out using AUTOSTRUCTURE (Badnell
2011), which implements the distorted wave (DW) approximation.
Scaling parameters which minimize the level energies were obtained
for the orbitals, and level energy corrections using the NIST values
were applied. Comparing the results with the LS-coupling, singlet
transitions presented by Gedeon et al. (2012) shows that the present
collision strengths were, in many cases, within 25 per cent of their
R-Matrix without pseudo-states calculation. Although DW is not
usually reliable for neutral states, its only purpose in this work is to
establish metastable level populations so that ionization from those
levels can be properly accounted for. The models for ion balances
are not as sensitive to excitation rates as those which are required for
calculating line intensities.

2.2 Photoinduced processes

The distorted wave PI cross-sections of Badnell (2006a) were used
up to Mg-like ions, as made available on the Atomic Processes
for Astrophysical Plasmas (APAP) website.2 Above that sequence,
Opacity Project (OP) cross-sections were used. The only available
cross-sections for the latter ions are in LS-coupling. Having checked
the cross-sections for LS-coupling and LSJ-coupling from Badnell
(2006a), it was found that the LSJ-coupling cross-section for each
level within a term are identical to the LS-coupling cross-section for
the term, (within the uncertainty of the two calculations). Therefore,
the OP cross-section for each term was used for every level in
that term in the model. The OP cross-sections were adjusted in the
usual manner: the energies for the cross-section were shifted by the
difference between the OP threshold and that from NIST, and any
cross-sections below the threshold were cut off. Testing the resulting
PI rates for the ground level of Si III using the cross-sections from
Badnell (2006a), Verner et al. (1996), and the OP gives differences
of 23 per cent; for the metastable levels the maximum difference is
28 per cent. This is within the differences obtained for the rates when
using the LS- and LSJ-coupling cross-sections from the same work of
Badnell (2006a). Photoexcitation and stimulated emission rates were
added for all transitions for which there are radiative decay rates in
CHIANTI.

The same radiances as the earlier work were used to determine
rates for the photoinduced processes. These were derived from the

2www.apap-network.org

irradiances of the Whole Heliospheric Interval reference spectrum
of Woods et al. (2009), obtained from observations of the quiet Sun.
Above this, for wavelengths longer than 24 000 Å, which is relevant
for photoexcitation, the spectrum was supplemented by a blackbody
spectrum with a temperature of 6100 K. A portion of this spectrum,
for the region relevant for photoionization of the low charge states,
is shown in Fig. 3. The PI threshold wavelengths of the ions are also
indicated.

2.3 Charge transfer

In this work, charge transfer rate coefficients from quantum me-
chanical calculations were sought; these are more suitable than more
simplified treatments for lower temperature scenarios, including the
Sun. All of the CT rate coefficients in the sources are given in
LS-coupling. Stancil et al. (1999b) show that the LS-coupling, CT
rate coefficients are obtained from the sum of the LSJ-coupling rate
coefficients for each level weighted by the populations of the level.
Therefore, for these models, for each initial level in a term, the LS-
coupling rates were split by statistical weight because most ions
affected by CT generally have their fine structure levels populated
according to statistical weight in the solar atmosphere. Following the
modelling in Dufresne et al. (2021), the ion fractional abundances
of H at each temperature were taken from the model atmosphere
of Avrett & Loeser (2008), as well as the ratio Ab(H )

Ne
. For CT

processes with He, the abundance was taken from Asplund et al.
(2009) and the ion fractional populations from CHIANTI. Since the
He ion populations are from the coronal approximation, their effects
on CT in the model were checked against those predicted by the new
model of Del Zanna et al. (2020) at a few temperatures. Although
there were significant differences in the He ion populations in some
cases, for the ion most affected by CT with He, Si IV, its fractional
population was lowered by 8 per cent at the peak when using the Del
Zanna et al. (2020) results. At other temperatures, it was affected
by significantly less than this, and so the CHIANTI populations were
retained. The sources of the charge transfer rate coefficients used in
the models are now listed.

2.3.1 Nitrogen

Lin et al. (2005) provide CT rate coefficients for ionization and
recombination between N I and N II; they go up to 200 000 K, which
is more than sufficient for these ions. They include rate coefficients
for transitions into and out of the ground and metastable levels of
N I, but do not consider transitions to and from the metastable levels
of N II. Kimura et al. (1997) considered the metastable, 2s2 2p2 1D

term in N II in their calculations, but do not show the results. They
state that CT from metastable terms will become strong only at higher
energies. Since the region in which metastable ionization for oxygen
becomes notable is 40 eV and the threshold for the transition in
nitrogen is higher, it is therefore assumed that metastable transitions
from N II to N I will only be relevant for temperatures far above that
of the solar atmosphere. Barragán et al. (2006) considered CT from
the ground and metastable levels of N III, and their rate coefficients
are included here. CT ionization out of N II is not relevant because
CT from N III recombines into levels which decay on time-scales
far shorter than CT ionization rates. For N IV, the cross-sections
of Bienstock, Dalgarno & Heil (1984) were supplemented at low
energies by the results of Gargaud et al. (1981) in order to give rates
which are relevant at the formation temperature of N III. CT with
He from N IV was included using the rate coefficients of Liu et al.
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Figure 3. The radiances used for the photoinduced processes, derived from the Woods et al. Whole Heliospheric Interval irradiance spectrum. The thresholds
for photoionization of the low charge ions are also indicated.

(2011). They also report double electron capture into N II, but these
rate coefficients are several orders of magnitude lower than single
electron capture, and so have not been included. No exploration of
CT with either H or He from the 2s 2p 3P o metastable term of N IV

is discussed in those works, nor were any other calculations found.
N V CT with H was included from Stancil et al. (1997a).

2.3.2 Neon

The ionization potential of Ne I is reasonably close to He and so CT
with He is the only important charge transfer process to consider.
The excited levels in Ne I and Ne II are so far from the ground that
CT is not relevant for those levels in the solar setting. Radiative CT
ionization dominates at low temperatures, and the rate coefficients
from Liu et al. (2010b) for the ground level were incorporated. For
collisional CT ionization of Ne I, the lowest energies given by Liu
et al. (2010a) for the cross-sections are above the region where the
collisional process begins to take over from the radiative process.
Consequently, to provide a smooth transition between the radiative
and collisional regimes, the cross-sections for collisional CT were
supplemented with those at low energies from Zygelman & Dalgarno
(1986). For CT with H from Ne III the only theoretical study is by
Heil, Butler & Dalgarno (1983). The cross-section for the process
is ten orders of magnitude lower than for other ions, and so this
has not been included. This is confirmed by the experiment of
Mroczkowski et al. (2003), which only begins at energies of 160 eV,
while Forster et al. (1991) also estimate the rate coefficient would
be many orders of magnitude below that of the electron collisional
processes. Zhao et al. (2006) provide radiative CT with He rate
coefficients for the ground and metastable levels of Ne III, and Imai
et al. (2003) are used for collisional CT. In the latter work, the cross-
sections do not go to low enough energies for the rate coefficients
required for the solar atmosphere. For the ground level, the cross-
section drops very quickly at the lowest energy they show, meaning
CT should be irrelevant at low energies, and so no addition was
made to the data they give. For the metastable levels, they show

that theory is in close agreement with the Okuno & Kaneko (1983,
unpublished) experiment, for which they estimate that there is an
equal population of ions in the two metastable terms. Moreover,
since the theoretical calculation shows that the metastable levels
have similar cross sections at low energies and the ground level
would contribute nothing to the experimental cross-sections, then
the Okuno & Kaneko values (as reported by Imai et al. 2003) at
energies below the theoretical ones are included in order to calculate
the rate coefficients. Double electron CT rate coefficients from Imai
et al. (2003) were also included. Rejoub et al. (2004) provide the
cross-sections from which rate coefficients were obtained for CT
from Ne IV with H.

2.3.3 Silicon

For silicon, rate coefficients for CT ionization of the neutral atom
were obtained from Kimura et al. (1996) for both the ground and
metastable terms reacting with hydrogen. CT reactions from the
ground and metastable terms of Si II were included back to the ground
in the neutral atom by using detailed balance. CT ionization from the
metastable term in Si I ends on the short-lived, 3s 3p2 2D term, and
so no reaction from Si II to that term needs to be included. The cross-
sections of Bacchus-Montabonel (1998b) and Clarke et al. (1998) are
within 20 per cent of each other for reactions involving the ground of
Si III. The latter work has a wider energy range, however, and includes
CT from the metastable term. The rate coefficients from the latter
work, therefore, were incorporated. Notable differences were found
between the cross-sections of Wang et al. (2006) and Liu, Liu & Wang
(2014) for CT with H from Si IV, but the former work covered an
energy range more suitable for this work and so their data were used.
For CT with He from this ion, data from Stancil et al. (1999a) were
used because they provide cross-sections which make it possible to
determine the reverse, CT ionization rate coefficients from both the
ground and metastable levels of Si III, which is important for this ion.
For CT reactions with H from Si V no data were found except for that
in Kingdon & Ferland (1996), but this is only valid up to 50 000 K,
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and so will not be relevant in the solar case. Data from Stancil et al.
(1997b) were used to incorporate rate coefficients for CT with He.

2.3.4 Sulphur

The literature on CT involving sulphur is much less extensive than
for the other elements explored in this work. This particularly affects
level resolved modelling because, in the main, the few existing works
do not calculate data for metastable levels. The only exception to this
is the work of Zhao et al. (2005a) for S I. They have CT ionization
from the ground and 3s2 3p4 1D metastable term to the ground and
metastable terms of S II. This is sufficient to provide all the relevant
reactions for these two charge states, and so CT reactions back into
S I for all of these transitions using detailed balance were included
in the model. Rate coefficients for CT from the ground of S III were
derived from the cross-sections of Christensen & Watson (1981)
and Bacchus-Montabonel & Amezian (1993), who covered different
energy regimes. The composite cross-section shows good agreement
between the two works. Bacchus-Montabonel & Amezian (1993)
show that the reactions end on the 3s2 3p3 2Do, 2P o metastable terms
in S II, and give ratios of the cross-sections for both reactions. To
calculate rate coefficients for the reverse reactions from each of the
metastable terms in S II, the final cross-section for CT from the ground
of S III was split by the average ratio of the cross-sections into the
two metastable terms. The reverse reaction rate coefficients were then
calculated from these. No data were found for CT from the metastable
levels of S III. CT with He is covered by Zhao et al. (2005b), again
just from the ground term. Studies for S IV by Łabuda et al. (2004) for
CT with H and Bacchus-Montabonel (1998a) for CT with He cover
the keV energy range, which is too high for solar studies. Kingdon &
Ferland (1996) have rate coefficients for CT with H from Butler &
Dalgarno (1980), but they are only valid up to 30 000 K. The CT
rate coefficients with He from Butler & Dalgarno (1980) only go up
to 30 000 K, also, but the CT ionization rates go up to 300 000 K.
Consequently, the CT ionization rate coefficients were used, and rate
coefficients for CT were obtained by detailed balance. The detailed
balance CT rates coefficients at low temperature calculated in this
way are an order of magnitude lower than the CT rate coefficients
explicitly calculated by Butler & Dalgarno (1980). Capture to other
levels than the ground of S III may be possible from the ground
of S IV, which the CT ionization rate coefficients will not include.
Consequently, these rate coefficients present the minimum effect
this process will have between these two ions. Finally, Stancil et al.
(2001) provide rate coefficients for S V in reactions with H and Wang
et al. (2002) for reactions with He. Both of the works are included,
although there are no rates available for the metastable levels. It will
be reported in the results, in Section 3.4, to what extent the missing
CT rates from the metastable levels affects the results.

2.3.5 Magnesium

No works dedicated to charge transfer with magnesium were found.
The only available rate coefficients are in Kingdon & Ferland (1996),
and the references from which they derive their data. The focus of this
work for magnesium is to have ion populations for the higher charge
states, primarily because no observations of the low charge ions were
found while preparing for the comparison with observations. Based
on the results for the other elements, it is unlikely that the higher
charge states are affected by photoinduced processes and charge
transfer, and so these processes have not been included in the level-
resolved CR model of magnesium. As a brief exercise, however,

Table 1. Comparison of total ionization rates (in s−1) from the ground level
of low charge states at the indicated temperature (in K).

Ion log Te CT PI EII

N I 4.1 4.8 × 10− 3 2.7 × 10− 2 3.6 × 10− 4

N II 4.5 – 6.5 × 10− 3 1.8 × 10− 3

N III 4.9 – 1.1 × 10− 3 2.7 × 10− 2

Ne I 4.2 3.4 × 10− 11 1.4 × 10− 2 6.6 × 10− 6

Ne II 4.6 4.8 × 10− 10 4.7 × 10− 3 1.8 × 10− 4

Ne III 5.0 – 1.4 × 10− 3 1.3 × 10− 2

Mg I 3.8 3.2 3.7 × 10− 2 2.0 × 10− 3

Mg II 4.2 1.3 × 10− 3 4.6 × 10− 4 2.8 × 10− 3

Mg III 4.9 – 2.9 × 10− 4 9.0 × 10− 5

Mg IV 5.3 – 1.5 × 10− 4 1.1 × 10− 2

Si I 3.8 45 1.6 5.6 × 10− 4

Si II 4.0 1.8 9.4 × 10− 4 5.6 × 10− 6

Si III 4.5 3.8 × 10− 2 4.8 × 10− 4 2.7 × 10− 4

Si IV 4.8 1.1 × 10− 6 2.0 × 10− 4 2.5 × 10− 3

S I 3.9 3.8 × 10− 1 1.8 × 10− 1 3.3 × 10− 4

S II 4.3 3.4 × 10− 7 1.5 × 10− 3 2.3 × 10− 4

S III 4.8 1.1 × 10− 2 7.5 × 10− 4 1.2 × 10− 1

to assess how much the low charge states of this element may be
affected by the processes included in the new modelling, the rate
coefficients from Kingdon & Ferland (1996) were incorporated into
the coronal approximation. To complement this, the cross-sections
of Verner et al. (1996) were used to calculate photoionization rates.

3 R E S U LT S F O R IO N F O R M AT I O N

In this section, the results of the collisional-radiative modelling will
be presented for each element. All CR models were run at a constant
pressure of 3 × 1014 cm−3 K. This is the pressure in the model
atmosphere of Avrett & Loeser (2008), from which the hydrogen
abundance and fractional populations were taken. It accords with
the values obtained by Warren (2005) from lines ratios in the quiet-
Sun TR. The CR models that only include the processes given in
Section 2.1 are referred to as electron collisional models, and those
which include all the processes described in Section 2 are called full
models in the rest of this work. These are compared with the results
from the coronal approximation of CHIANTI, which only considers
ions in the ground state, and EII and DR and RR as the processes
determining the ionization equilibrium. To aid in understanding the
reasons for the effects seen in the models, a list of ionization and
recombination rates for each atomic process are given in Tables 1
and 2, for the low charge states. The rates are given at temperatures
just above the peak formation temperature of the charge state listed,
which is approximately the point where ionization begins to have an
effect against recombination.

3.1 Nitrogen

The way the ionization equilibrium of nitrogen alters, with each of
the processes added, mirrors closely the changes seen for oxygen
in Dufresne et al. (2021). The difference mainly arises from charge
transfer not being a resonant process for neutral nitrogen, (the thresh-
old is 0.94 eV). In contrast to O I, then, CT ionization reduces the
population of N I only by 10–20 per cent in the upper chromosphere.
As with O II, the N II population is enhanced in the lowest parts of
the solar transition region due to CT from N III. If CT is considered
on its own, N II would have a near 100 per cent abundance at its
peak temperature of 25 000 K and would form over a wider range
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Table 2. Comparison of total recombination rates (in s−1) into the indicated
ion from the ground level of the next higher charge state, at the indicated
temperature (in K).

Ion log Te CT RR DR

N I 4.1 7.0 × 10− 4 7.8 × 10− 3 9.0 × 10− 3

N II 4.5 1.2 × 10− 1 1.1 × 10− 2 2.6 × 10− 2

N III 4.9 2.1 × 10− 3 5.5 × 10− 3 5.6 × 10− 2

Ne I 4.2 – 2.5 × 10− 3 2.0 × 10− 4

Ne II 4.6 5.5 × 10− 8 4.3 × 10− 3 2.6 × 10− 3

Ne III 5.0 3.8 × 10− 4 3.0 × 10− 3 2.5 × 10− 2

Mg I 3.8 1.5 × 10− 3 2.3 × 10− 2 5.9 × 10− 2

Mg II 4.2 8.0 × 10− 5 1.2 × 10− 2 3.4 × 10− 13

Mg III 4.9 – 2.9 × 10− 3 2.3 × 10− 3

Mg IV 5.3 – 1.6 × 10− 3 1.4 × 10− 2

Si I 3.8 – 2.5 × 10− 2 1.6 × 10− 1

Si II 4.0 39 4.2 × 10− 2 2.1 × 10− 1

Si III 4.5 5.0 × 10− 1 1.4 × 10− 2 2.2 × 10− 1

Si IV 4.8 1.6 × 10− 2 7.5 × 10− 3 2.3 × 10− 7

S I 3.9 1.8 × 10− 7 1.4 × 10− 2 4.3 × 10− 2

S II 4.3 5.2 × 10− 4 1.7 × 10− 2 1.2 × 10− 2

S III 4.8 4.5 × 10− 4 6.8 × 10− 3 2.0 × 10− 1
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Figure 4. Coronal approximation for nitrogen: solid line – with CT included
only, dotted – CHIANTI v.9.

than in models with electron collisional processes alone. This is
shown in Fig. 4, where CT from the ground level has been added to
the coronal approximation modelling. The over-enhancement of N II

through CT, at temperatures above the peak formation temperature,
is stronger than the effect of CT on O II. The populations of N III are
correspondingly depleted in this region.

When considering the effect of photoionization on nitrogen alone,
as shown in Fig. 5, it is possible to see the way nitrogen is affected
in a similar fashion as oxygen. The PI threshold of N I is 853 Å, and
so it is ionized by much the same region as O I (910 Å). Its cross-
section is 50 per cent higher than O I, although its PI rate is only
20 per cent higher because it experiences less of the strong Lyman
continuum that O I experiences. PI confines the population of N I

towards the lower chromosphere, which means N II has a greater
presence in the upper chromosphere compared to when electron
collisional processes are considered alone. Because the continuum is
lower near the threshold of N II (396 Å), and its threshold is further
away from the He II 304 Å line, N II is not so strongly photoionized as
O II. Despite this, the 304 Å line still accounts for 48 per cent of the
PI rate. Considering PI alone, its peak abundance would be reduced
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Figure 5. Coronal approximation for nitrogen: solid line – with PI included
only, dotted – CHIANTI v.9.
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Figure 6. Ionization equilibrium of nitrogen: solid line – full model, dashed
– electron collisional model, dotted – CHIANTI v.9.

to 85 per cent in the lower TR, which also enhances the population of
N III in this region. PI reduces the peak population of N III by less than
1 per cent, and has no further effect in these quiet-Sun conditions on
the higher charge states.

When all of the atomic processes are combined in the full model,
as illustrated in Fig. 6, it is PI that dominates the formation of neutral
nitrogen compared to CT, which dominates in oxygen. In the case of
singly ionized N II, it is similar to O II, in that its population is much
stronger at lower temperature through PI. However, CT from N III

not only enhances the population of N II above its peak formation
temperature, it also ensures that the reduction in the population by
PI at the peak is not as pronounced. Overall, N II now has a broad
presence which dominates the upper chromosphere and lower TR.
Doubly ionized N III is similar to O III in the way that CT offsets the
enhanced populations that PI would produce, but it still has a small
population which reaches down into the chromosphere. All of the
transition region ions are shifted to lower temperature and higher
peak population with metastable ionization and recombination and
suppression of DR added to the model. Li-like N V shows a reasonable
enhancement, in line with the change seen in Dufresne et al. (2020)
for Li-like O VI, which forms at a similar temperature.
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Figure 7. Ionization equilibrium of neon: solid line – full model, dashed –
electron collisional model, dotted – CHIANTI v.9.

3.2 Neon

The PI cross-section of Ne I rises substantially at energies further
away from the threshold (21.6 eV, 575 Å). The cross-section peaks
at the threshold of O II, and at this energy has a similar value to the
O II cross-section. Consequently, the PI rate for Ne I is very similar
to that of O II, and photoionization by the 304 Å line contributes
almost 40 per cent to it. PI will then inevitably dominate Ne I

because the EII rate is low at the temperatures where it normally
forms, as shown in Table 1. Ne I is correspondingly confined to
the lower chromosphere and has a minimal population in the upper
chromosphere, in comparison to the electron collisional model. The
values of the Ne II PI cross-section both at threshold and at its peak are
similar to those of Ne I, but, because its threshold (40.96 eV, 302.7 Å)
is just below the He II 304 Å line, the PI rate is less than a half that of
Ne I. The reasonably strong continuum in the region 170–240 Å does
produce a strong rate for this ion, and it is still significantly stronger
than EII. Fig. 7 shows that Ne II is clearly affected by PI. A significant
population of Ne III ensues from this, and is present not only at the
base of the transition region, but down into the chromosphere.

Tables 1 and 2 show that CT has very little influence on the charge
state distribution of Ne. This is principally because the dominant
process for most ions is CT with He, but such CT usually only
becomes significant at much higher temperatures. Indeed, the only
influence CT has on this element is for it to reduce the small
population of Ne IV which would otherwise be present at lower
temperatures from photoionization of Ne III; it is CT with H which
produces this, not CT with He. Overall, then, Ne I becomes primarily
confined to the lower chromosphere, while Ne II becomes an upper
chromospheric ion. Ne III is now the primary ion present in the
lower transition region. Regarding the higher charge states, the peak
populations of Ne IV and Ne V are notably higher from including
metastable ionization and recombination in the modelling, as well
as suppression of DR due to electron collisions. The population of
Ne VI is slightly reduced, while Li-like Ne VIII shows a small increase
in population as a result of adding these processes to the modelling.

3.3 Silicon

On its own, photoionization would almost fully ionize Si I, and
Si II would have a fractional population of more than 80 per cent
over the solar chromosphere. However, when the effect of charge
transfer is taken into account, PI has no impact on the final charge
state distribution. Table 1 shows that CT ionization is the dominant
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Figure 8. Coronal approximation for silicon: solid line – present work
including charge transfer, dashed – Baliunas & Butler, dotted – Arnaud &
Rothenflug.

ionization process for Si in the solar atmosphere up to Si IV,
confirming the findings of Baliunas & Butler (1980). Si I and Si II

are affected by charge transfer ionization with hydrogen. Because
the threshold for the CT reaction from Si II back into Si I is 5.4 eV
the rates are negligible and ionization from Si I is unopposed. In
the very lowest regions of the atmosphere, the fractional abundance
of ionized hydrogen, which is required for CT ionization, is 10−4

or less. This, then, illustrates the strength of the CT ionization rate
coefficients compared to those for other neutral atoms and for other
processes. Regarding the CT ionization rate coefficients used in this
work, Cummings, Stone & Steenberg (2002) reduced the same rate
coefficients of Kimura et al. (1996) by a factor of 2.9 for this ion
because they believe the values may be overestimated due to the
methods used by Kimura et al. (1996). They base this on the Kimura
et al. (1997) rate coefficients for neutral oxygen being this factor
greater than those of Stancil et al. (1999b). Even with the same
reduction applied in this work, it would change little the almost
complete depletion of Si I over much of the chromosphere.

The rates for CT ionization out of Si II and CT back into it are four
orders of magnitude greater than the other processes included here.
The ionization potential of Si II is 2.8 eV greater than hydrogen, and
so the stronger rate coefficients are for CT to take place from Si III

into Si II, rather than the reverse reaction. However, in the increasing
temperature in this part of the atmosphere where Si II and Si III form,
the population of H I gradually diminishes. Thus, CT ionization out
of Si II slowly dominates CT from Si III as temperature increases.
Consequently, Si II forms over a broad temperature range. For Si III

the ionization potential (33.5 eV) is too great for CT ionization
with H to occur; the rate is solely comprised of CT ionization
with He. This has a substantial impact on the formation of Si IV,
enhancing its population both at the peak in ion formation and
at lower temperatures. In the ionization region of Si IV electron
impact ionization is the dominant process, and the usual ionization
equilibrium curves in electron collisional models are seen for Si V

and higher charge states.
Fig. 8 illustrates the ionization equilibrium when the CT rates

for the ground levels used in this work are added to the coronal
approximation of CHIANTI. They are compared to the charge state
distributions derived by Baliunas & Butler (1980) and Arnaud &
Rothenflug (1985) and both of which include CT processes. Despite
the inevitable differences which will arise as a result of the different
CT rate coefficients and ion fractions of H and He being used after
such a long period has elapsed, many broad similarities in the curves
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are obvious, particularly for Si III and Si IV. Arnaud & Rothenflug
(1985) use a virtually flat rate coefficient of 10−11 cm3 s−1, as
derived by Baliunas & Butler (1980) at 104 K, for CT ionization
from Si I, which explains the greatest difference in the curves.
Baliunas & Butler (1980) state that if the rate coefficient for Si I

was greater than their estimate the ion would be significantly
depleted.

There is a subtle, but noticeable, change in the ion balance when
ionization and recombination from metastable levels are added. The
populations of the metastable 4P levels in Si II are 5 per cent and
those of the 3P levels in Si III are 8 per cent, at their respective peak
formation temperatures. CT from the 1S level and 3P levels in Si III

ends on the 3s 3p2 2P and 2D levels in Si II. In that case, there is no
CT ionization from the 3s 3p2 4P levels in Si II once they become
populated. This reduces the effective ionization rates out of Si II in
the level resolved picture, compared to the coronal approximation.
Furthermore, the CT rate from the 3s 3p 3P levels in Si III are
two orders of magnitude lower than that from the ground level.
As the metastable levels become populated, it reduces the effective
recombination rate into Si II. Given the influence of the charge
transfer process on Si, then, metastable ionization and recombination
shifts Si II and Si III to slightly higher temperatures, when compared
to the coronal approximation. This contrasts with the normal effect
which metastable levels have, that is, to shift ion formation to lower
temperature. In the formation of Si IV, although the ionization rate of
the 3P levels in Si III are more than two orders of magnitude lower than
that of the ground, EII starts becoming more important at these tem-
peratures. The greater effective ionization rate out of Si III leads to a
small enhancement in the population of Si IV compared to the coronal
approximation.

The other important process that substantially affects the charge
state distribution is suppression of dielectronic recombination. As
with other elements, this affects the higher temperature ions more.
Si II is barely affected by this process because the DR rates into
it are inconsequential compared to the CT rates. The formation
of Si V is also not affected because the DR rates into Si IV are so
low in this region. The DR rate from Si IV is comparable to the
CT rate, and suppressing this rate has a substantial effect on the
formation of Si III and Si IV. Much like the effect this process has
on C IV, the fractional population of Si IV at its peak rises from 0.32
to 0.57. Since the process does not alter Si II, the overall effect on
Si III is to substantially narrow the temperature range over which it
forms. The fractional abundance of Si IV seen here is similar to the
ionization equilibrium of Kerr et al. (2019), who adapt the coronal
approximation from CHIANTI by including the charge transfer rate
coefficients of Arnaud & Rothenflug (1985) and DR suppression
factors from Nikolić et al. (2018).

The final ionization equilibrium for Si with all the effects modelled
in this work is shown in Fig. 9. The changes compared to the
coronal approximation of CHIANTI, which includes only collisions
involving electrons, are striking. Si I has much less presence in the
solar atmosphere; these models suggest it is entirely confined low
down in the chromosphere. Si II is shifted to much lower temperatures
and now dominates the chromosphere, being almost entirely confined
within it. Si III forms much lower in the TR, has a lower population at
its peak, and its range of formation has been narrowed. Conversely,
not only has the peak population of Si IV almost tripled, the range of
temperature over which it has significant populations has doubled; it
now has a presence over most of the TR. As for the rest of the charge
states of Si, the effects of density on electron collisional processes in
the upper transition region are negligible; very little change is seen
even in the populations of Li-like Si XII.
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Figure 9. Ionization equilibrium of silicon: solid line – full model, dashed –
electron collisional model, dotted – CHIANTI v.9.

3.4 Sulphur

Given that the ionization potentials of the lowest charge states of
sulphur are similar to carbon, the effect of photoionization on the ion
balances for both elements is similar. Neutral sulphur has a larger
PI cross-section and there is a stronger continuum near its threshold,
which mean that the PI rate is three times that of neutral carbon.
This reduces the fractional population of neutral sulphur to less than
20 per cent in the upper chromosphere. Although the cross-section of
S II is almost the same as C II, the continuum at its threshold (529 Å) is
not as strong as that experienced by C II at its threshold (506 Å). The
PI rate for S II is half that of C II, and so, at the peak in ion formation,
the fractional population of S II is only reduced by 5 per cent from
PI. This is slightly less than the effect PI has on C II. The effect on
S III is that it has a small presence in the upper chromosphere. Like
the majority of doubly charged ions explored in this series of works,
there is no noticeable PI out of S III and higher charge states.

The threshold for charge transfer ionization out of the ground of
S I into the 2P metastable term of S II is 0.2 eV. For CT back into S I

from the ground of S II, the threshold is 3.2 eV. Given that hydrogen
is mostly ionized in the upper chromosphere, it is CT ionization
that is the main process governing the fractional abundance of S I.
Furthermore, it dominates all of the processes in the model when
they are included together, such that S I has a population of less
than 10 per cent over the upper chromosphere, as shown in Fig. 10.
Surveying the CT rates for the other low charge states of sulphur
in Tables 1 and 2 shows that CT has no further influence on the ion
balance, except for the small change produced by CT ionization
of S III. CT ionization out of both S II and S III is due to collisions
with He; the rate coefficients for this process will only be significant
at higher temperatures. In addition, the presence of He II required
for electron exchange means that CT ionization will be a stronger
reaction at the formation temperature of S III, rather than that for
S II. S III is reduced in population by a few per cent from this, and
the effect of the reverse, CT reaction is negligible in comparison.
Although it was estimated that the CT rate coefficients used in this
model for S IV in collisions with He could be an order of magnitude
lower than actual, the process is so weak compared to DR that the
small depletion of S III by CT ionization will be unaffected if higher
CT rates from S IV are included.

Regarding the discussion in Section 2.3 that few calculations for
CT from metastable levels have been made and whether this would
affect the model, S I and S II are affected most by CT and Zhao
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Figure 10. Ionization equilibrium of sulphur: solid line – full model, dashed
– electron collisional model, dotted – coronal approximation from present
work.

et al. (2005a) did include reactions from metastable levels. These
ions, then, will be modelled correctly. All the other reactions are too
weak to influence the ion balance. Even with S III, the thresholds for
CT ionization from the 1D and 1S metastable levels to the available
states in S IV are 10 eV higher than the threshold from the ground.
Therefore, the rates from those levels are likely to be an order of
magnitude lower than the ground rate, and so EII should be far
stronger from these levels; the model should be unaltered even if
metastable CT rates were included for this ion.

The new DR rates from S II incorporated in this work have a
significant contribution at low temperature due to strong resonances
close to threshold. The rate is three times greater than the RR rate over
most of the formation temperature of S I, causing S II to form at higher
temperatures than indicated in the CHIANTI model. Since this low
temperature component of DR is less suppressed at high densities, it
means that the only shift in S II to lower temperature in the electron
collisional model arises from the change in effective ionization and
recombination rates owing to the presence of metastable levels.
Furthermore, ionization out of S II is increased as metastable levels
become populated, and the range over which S II forms is narrowed.
The effect of density on electron collisional processes also alters the
formation of S III–VI. The change to S III is mostly caused by the
presence of metastable levels; S IV is affected equally by this and
suppression of DR, while S V and S VI are primarily influenced by
DR suppression. The charge states above S VII are little affected by
these processes when compared to the coronal approximation.

3.5 Magnesium

There are a number of observations for lines emitted by the higher
charge states of Mg in the solar transition region, and so the main
reason for modelling the element is to assess if the emission is altered
in the new modelling. In Fig. 11, it can be seen that Mg IV–VII are
somewhat altered by the inclusion of density dependent processes,
in that they are shifted slightly to lower temperature and their peak
abundances have changed to a small degree. Although Mg VIII–XI are
less affected, the changes to Mg are greater than those which occur
for the higher charge states of Si and S.

As a brief exercise, to see whether the low charge states of Mg may
be affected by new atomic processes, PI and CT for the ground levels
were included in the coronal approximation of CHIANTI. Of all the CT
rate coefficients for Mg compiled by Kingdon & Ferland (1996), the
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Figure 11. Ionization equilibrium of the higher charge states of magnesium:
solid line – electron collisional model, dotted – CHIANTI v.9.
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Figure 12. Coronal approximation of the low charge states of magnesium:
solid line – with PI and CT included, dotted – CHIANTI v.9.

only ones which cover ion formation at solar temperatures are those
for Mg I and Mg II. It is seen in Fig. 12 that Mg I is almost entirely
depleted by charge transfer ionization, such that Mg II is present at
much lower temperatures. CT ionization and, to a lesser degree, PI
from Mg II contribute to EII, producing a greater population of Mg III

at lower temperature. It is noted that Ne-like Mg III is affected by PI
because the cross-section is two orders of magnitude greater than
those of the two lower charge states. This reduces its population in
the TR by nearly 10 per cent, and Mg IV has a population down to
the lowest parts of the TR.

4 LEVEL POPULATI ONS AND LI NE
C O N T R I BU T I O N FU N C T I O N S

As noted in Dufresne et al. (2021), the radiative decay rates between
the ground and metastable levels are so low that the corresponding
photoexcitation (PE) rates between those levels are not sufficient to
alter their populations, and so the process does not affect the ion
balances. However, it can affect line emission in the atmosphere by
altering level populations within ions. This section describes what
effect PE has on individual ions, and also gives an indication of how
line emission may be affected by all the processes modelled in this
work by looking at selected line contribution functions.
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Figure 13. Contribution functions of N II 1085.70 Å (orange) and N III

991.58 Å (blue) lines: solid line – full model including PE, dash–dotted –
full model without PE, dashed – electron collisional model, and dotted –
CHIANTI v.9.

4.1 Nitrogen

Nitrogen is less affected by photoexcitation than carbon because its
ionization potential is higher and the flux is not as strong at the
shorter wavelengths required to excite its levels. All the terms in
the 2s2 2p2 3s configuration are some of the most enhanced, with
enhancement in the level populations being 10–20 times stronger
than without PE. The 4P term in this configuration is responsible
for emitting the lines around 1200 Å, and is obviously enhanced by
the continuum around the H I Lyman α line. Similarly, the 2D term
is connected to the 2s2 2p3 2Do metastable term by a transition of
1243 Å, where the continuum has the same strength. The 2P term in
the configuration is responsible for emitting the lines near 1160 Å. It
is photoexcited from the 2s2 2p3 2Do metastable term by a transition
of 1492 Å, at which wavelength the continuum is as strong as that
around the Lyman α line. The 2s 2p4 and 2s2 2p2 3p configurations
which lie between the terms of the 2s2 2p2 3s configuration are en-
hanced by 50 per cent up to a factor of 3. This includes the 2s 2p4 4P

term which emits at 1134 Å; it is enhanced by 50 per cent. All the
higher levels, which arise from the 2s2 2p2 4s, 3d configurations,
are enhanced by factors of 3–40.

At the peak in ion formation of N II, the populations of all
its levels are altered by 10 per cent at the most. Considering
the contribution function of the 1085.70 Å line (formed from the
2s2 2p2 3P2 –2s 2p3 3Do

3 transition), for example, Fig. 13 indicates
that emission of the UV lines may be altered to a only small
degree by both PI and PE despite the ion being formed at much
lower temperature. The effect of charge transfer can be seen in the
contribution function of this line, in that the peak in the contribution
function coincides with the temperature at which N II populations
are enhanced by charge transfer from N III. The results of the new
modelling for N III, as shown in Section 3.1, are clearly reflected
in the contribution function for the 2s2 2p 2P o

3/2 – 2s 2p2 2D5/2

991.58 Å line from this ion. It is reduced by charge transfer just below
the peak, but emission obviously extends down to lower temperature
through PI.

4.2 Silicon

As mentioned in Section 2.1, level populations of neutral silicon
will not be considered in detail because of the EIE data used, but,
because ratios of level populations can be used to assess the effect of

photoexcitation, a few remarks may be made on how it impacts this
ion. Its levels are enhanced by factors of 10–100 at 10 000 K, while
the terms of the 3s2 3p 4s configuration, which are the first terms
above the metastable, are enhanced by up to 1000 times. The higher
terms of this configuration are responsible for lines around 2500 and
3000 Å. Much of the photoexcitation comes from the ground, but
the metastable 3s2 3p2 1D, 1S terms do contribute to this process,
as well. The overall effect is a considerable level of enhancement,
but whether it is sufficient to offset the depletion of the ion by CT, as
shown in Section 3.3, would need to be tested.

The ionization potentials of the third row elements are lower
than those in the equivalent sequence in the second row. The low
charge states of these elements should be affected by PE more,
given that the solar flux is much stronger at the longer wavelengths
required to photoexcite these ions. Considering the level populations
of Si II at 13 000 K, (the temperature normally associated with the
formation of its UV lines in the coronal approximation,) almost
all levels populations are raised by 50 per cent up to a factor of
3. Photoexcitation comes from the 3s2 3p 2P o ground term in this
ion. Because of the difference in populations of the levels in the
ground, the enhancement to excited levels can be different within
the same term, potentially affecting line emission. For instance, the
3s2 3d 2D3/2 level, which is responsible for emitting the 1260.42 and
1265.00 Å lines, is enhanced by a factor of 2, while the upper 2D5/2

level of the term, which emits at 1264.74 Å, is increased by nearly
a factor of 3. Similarly, the enhancement to the 3s 3p2 2P3/2 level,
emitting at 1190.42 and 1194.50 Å, is 1.5 times greater than that of
the lower, 2P1/2 level, emitting the 1193.29 and 1197.40 Å lines. As
described in Section 3.3, the new processes being included in the
modelling indicate that Si II forms over most of the chromosphere.
As a result, emission from this ion could be occurring at lower depths
if PE is populating the levels.

In doubly charged silicon PE has a much weaker influence on
line formation. At the top of the chromosphere, where it has a
much stronger abundance through CT, the levels are increased by
30 per cent at the most by PE, while at its peak formation temperature
of 35 000 K, the levels populations show almost no enhancement.

4.3 Sulphur

Neutral sulphur is represented in CHIANTI by only the ground and
metastable terms, and so photoexcitation cannot be tested for any
effects. Given that neutral sulphur does have some presence even in
the upper chromosphere and that substantial enhancement is seen for
other neutral species, it is reasonable to expect the level populations
of S I to be similarly altered. At the peak formation temperature
of S II none of its levels which produce the routinely observed UV
lines in the Sun show any enhancement. Fig. 14 shows that this is
also true at the lower temperatures at which the lines emit. Unlike
other singly charged ions that have greater populations lower in the
atmosphere due to the current modelling, the 1259.51 Å line emitted
by S II is barely enhanced by PE. The shift in formation of the
ion to lower temperature, from charge transfer and photoionization,
means there is some emission of this line lower in the atmosphere.
The relatively slow decay rates between the first short-lived terms,
3s 3p4 4P , 2D, and the ground and metastable terms are the reason
for limited PE of this line. However, the 4P, 4D, 4F terms arising from
the 3s2 3p2 3d, 4s configurations have strong radiative decay rates
and their populations at the peak in formation temperature are all
enhanced by up to a factor of three from PE.

In line with other doubly-charged ions, S III is unaffected by
photoexcitation. As seen for the line at 1200.96 Å from the
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Figure 14. Contribution functions of S II 1259.51 Å (red) and S III

1200.96 Å (black) lines: solid line - full model including PE, dash-dotted
- full model without PE, dashed - electron collisional model, and dotted -
CHIANTI v.9.

3s2 3p2 3P2 − 3s 3p3 3Do
3 transition, however, the presence of this

ion lower in the atmosphere, through photoionization of S II, allows
electron collisions to populate the 3Do term at lower temperatures.
This, along with the shift in ion formation to lower temperature
caused by density effects on ionization and recombination, may
enhance its emission in the solar atmosphere because of the rising
emission measure towards lower temperature.

5 C O N C L U S I O N S

Models that include all the main atomic processes that are likely
to influence line formation have now been built for the main
elements observed in the solar transition region. Through these, it
is possible to confirm the claim of Nussbaumer & Storey (1975)
that all transition region ions modelled here are affected when more
advanced modelling is employed. Photoionization on its own alters
the charge state distributions of all the elements under consideration
here. It can change the ion fractional populations of all low charge
states, up to charge +3 for Ne and Mg and up to +2 for the other
elements tested. It causes these charge states to have a presence at
cooler temperatures than would otherwise be expected.

Including charge transfer on its own, meanwhile, shows that all
elements except neon are affected to some degree. In these cases,
charge transfer ionization depletes the neutral atoms. The third row
elements are more susceptible to this, such that there is almost no
presence of neutral atoms of these elements at solar temperatures
for the conditions modelled in this work. Naturally, this establishes a
significant presence of singly charged ions at lower temperatures. For
nitrogen, charge transfer can also produce an enhanced population
of N II at higher temperatures than normal, just as it does with O II.

With both PI and CT included together in the modelling, it
generally occurs that these processes ionize the neutral species. For
the singly ionized species charge transfer from the charge state above
tends to oppose photoionization of the singly charged ions. The only
exception to these general trends is the formation of silicon. While
photoionization would ionize neutral silicon when considered on its
own, it does not impact the charge state distribution when all the
effects are included together. Not only does charge transfer entirely
govern the formation of the silicon low charge states, but it is the
only element for which the ion with charge +3 is entirely altered by
the new effects.

When density effects on electron collisional processes are in-
cluded, they play a part in altering the formation of both the low
and high charge states which form in the transition region. Including
metastable levels in the modelling forms a complex interplay of
different rates into and out of each ion for the processes modelled.
For ionization by electron impact, rates for the metastable levels are
enhanced relative to the ground. Charge transfer, however, is more
state selective in comparison. A molecular state usually separates
to final states which have similar total spin and orbital angular
momentum as the initial states. Thus, the cross-section for the
process very much depends on similar terms being accessible in
the neighbouring charge states within a reasonable threshold. This
can make it a resonant process for one term, but a weak process for a
neighbouring term. For instance, in O I the charge transfer ionization
rates are substantially reduced for the metastable levels compared to
the ground, whereas in Si I they are much stronger. Photoionization
rates, although dependent on the ambient radiation field close to
threshold, which may have strong lines present, do not show the
same tendency to vary so dramatically from level to level as those of
charge transfer.

It is primarily atoms which exhibit significant changes in their
level populations through photoexcitation. Ionization potential is the
general guide which governs the strength of the effect. Singly charged
ions show only small changes due to photoexcitation, both at the
peak in the ion populations and at lower temperatures, based on the
selected contribution functions shown here. Doubly charged ions are
little affected by the mechanism.

Looking at all of the ionization equilibria presented in this work, it
is again clear that there is a dividing line at approximately 100 000 K,
below which all of the effects included here alter the ion balances
and should be incorporated into modelling. Above that temperature,
the effect of higher density on collisions with free electrons is the
only process affecting the ion balances compared to the coronal
approximation. The changes shown here do depend on many factors,
such as hydrogen abundance, opacity, pressure in the plasma, solar
radiance, etc. Hydrogen abundance was taken from a hydrostatic
model atmosphere, for which some of the parameters are determined
semi-empirically. Density can also change between cell centres
and granular networks, and it does not exhibit an exactly constant
pressure in the lower parts of the model atmosphere. The main
aim here, however, has been to assess how much atomic modelling
can change the predictions, and, once compared with observations,
how effectively this modelling represents the broad conditions in
the atmosphere. As noted in Dufresne et al. (2021), it is possible
that the new processes included in these models are important for
other regions in the solar atmosphere, such as active regions and
flares, which have higher densities and radiances than the quiet
Sun.

With the models built here, it will now be possible to establish
a differential emission measure for the lower solar atmosphere
which should better reflect the conditions present. From this, line
intensities can be predicted and compared with observations. Not
only will this determine the extent of the changes in the emis-
sion which arise from the modelling, but will also further go
towards answering the issue raised at the beginning of this work,
that is, where in the solar atmosphere the coronal approximation
breaks down and more complex modelling should be employed.
It should also be able to answer how deep into the atmosphere
the modelling which includes all these processes in steady state
equilibrium can reproduce emission in the quiet Sun. This assess-
ment of the models will be the subject of a paper following this
one.
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